
CMPSCI 691FF: Algorithmics for Internet-Based Computing

Instructor: Arnold L. Rosenberg Office: CMPS 308
Email: rsnbrg@cs.umass.edu
Office Hours: By appointment

Class Mtgs: TuTh, 11:15-12:30 CMPS 140

Prerequisite: CMPSCI 611 plus at least one systems core course with a grade of B or better.

Overview. Advances in technology have rendered the Internet a viable medium for a new genre of
“collaborative” computing (that we call Internet-based computing [IC, for short]), wherein multiple
computing agents, possibly widely dispersed geographically, cooperate in the solution of a single
computational problem. In a series of papers [3, 4, 10, 11, 12], we are currently developing an
algorithmic framework for scheduling computations having intertask dependencies, for the several
modalities of IC—including Grid computing (cf. [1, 6, 5]), global computing (cf. [2]), and Web
computing (cf. [8]). This new IC-scheduling theory aims to craft schedules that maximize the
rate at which tasks are rendered eligible for allocation to remote clients (hence for execution),
with the dual goal of: (a) enhancing the effective utilization of remote workers, by always having
a task to allocate to an available worker; (b) lessening the likelihood of the “gridlock” that can
arise when a computation stalls pending computation of already-allocated tasks. Preliminary
simulation experiments reported in [9, 7] bolster our hope that IC-scheduling theory will be the
underpinnings of a theory of scheduling complex computations for IC.

The course. This course will be devoted to studying and advancing IC-scheduling theory. The
“studying” will consist of reading (portions of) papers. Each student will be responsible for
presenting at least one, and at most two, papers during the semester. The “advancing” will
consist in a piece of research that advances the theory either via improved/extended algorithms
or via an improved/extended simulation study. Each student will participate in such a study,
chosen in consultation with the instructor. The studies can be either solo or in teams. Part of the
excitement will be deciding what kinds of studies are needed/appropriate.

Grades. The grading will be based on the quality of a student’s presentation(s) and the perceived
effort put into the research topic.
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